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Equilibrium of coastal zone is 
related to:

• the stock and availability of unconsolidated 
sediments, 

• the grain size distribution of sedimentsthe  grain size distribution of sediments,
• the shore position and orientation with 

regard to oceanographic and climatic 
conditions and forcing
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Some examples

• Ilslands of the french atlantic coast)
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Some examples

• Ilslands of the french atlantic coast)

An other example in theAn other example in the
Mont Saint-Michel bay

(Tessier et al.,2012; Weill 2010)

Mixed energy environment (tide dominated)
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Geological and sedimentological map 
In Tessier et al., 2012)

Onshore sediment transport The case of atolls and  
Tetiaroa example

French Polynesia
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A paradox
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Climate change, sea level rise 
and coastal zone management

• Sheltered and anthropoggenic coasts are the most  sensitive to the 
sea level rise and climate changes (Poirier et al.,2011).

• Natural exposed shelves will be particularly  affected by the wind or 
wave  changes, but are more sea level rise resilient.

T l bilit d i i ili t t l t t

Dunes restoration and 
beach replenishment

• To assess vulnerability and  imagine resilient coastal structures, 
we have to determine :

– the nearshore sediments nature and distribution 
– the  crosshore exchanges paths. 

To conclude

• As the biodiversity is the future  of the life, the 
sediment diversity is a garantee for natural 
coastal zone.

Main role and contribution of the marine fauna• Main role and contribution of the marine fauna 
and flora to the coastal equilibrium: coral reef, 
shells, seaweed.

• These organisms are very sensitive to the CO2 
level and sea temperature (coral bleaching).

Severe conditions 


